• A dynamic representation in terms of an interacting particle system holds.
• Delicate
• The model parameters are not directly linked to interpretable quantities.
• Metropolis-Hastings simulation using local updates is tricky, therefore prone to bugs.
Our research agenda:
Demonstrate that Arak-Surgailis models can be used for image analysis problems.
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◭ ◮
Special case: Arak model with two colours
• can be described by set of self-avoiding closed polygonal contours;
• interaction by hard core condition;
• each realisation has exactly two colourings;
• Hamiltonian is proportional to total contour length (factor 2);
• Gibbsian modification by changing proportionality constant.
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Results for the Arak model
• Geometrical description of the foreground/background separation as the Gibbsian interaction gets stronger (Nicholls 2001; Schreiber 2006).
• Perfect simulation (Van Lieshout and Schreiber 2007).
• Length and area based Gibbsian modifications and disagreement loop simulation scheme (Schreiber 2005 ).
• General Gibbsian modifications and applications to foreground/background separation (Kluszczyński, Van Lieshout and Schreiber 2005 ).
• Definition of anisotropic Arak processes with analysis of correlation structure (Schreiber 2008 (Schreiber , 2010 ) and application to foreground/background separation (Matuszak and Schreiber 2012).
• Definition of a class of binary random fields that can be understood as a discrete Arak model (Schreiber and Van Lieshout 2010) .
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Multi-colour discrete polygonal Markov fields
Goal: Extend the 2010 construction to
• allow for an arbitrary number of colours and interaction between them;
• relax the assumption that no polygons of the same colour can be joined by corners only;
• have a dynamical representation that can be used for sampling;
• satisfy local and global spatial Markov properties;
• apply to an image analysis problem.
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Regular linear tessellations
are countable families T of straight lines in R 2 such that
• no three lines of T intersect at one point;
• a bounded subset of R 2 can be hit by at most a finite number of lines from T .
Fixed activity parameters π l ∈ (0, 1) are ascribed to each l ∈ T to allow favouring certain lines over others. The lines intersect in 'nodes' that are joined by 'segments'.
Examples:
• Poisson line process;
• Regular planar lattice;
• Processed edge detector output.
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bounded, open and convex;
• ∂D contains no nodes;
• for all l ∈ T , card(l ∩ ∂D) = 2;
is the set of all planar graphs γ in D ∪ ∂D with faces coloured by labels in J to obtainγ such that
• all edges of γ lie on the lines of T ;
• all vertices of γ in D are of degree 2, 3, or 4;
• all vertices of γ on ∂D, are of degree 1;
• no adjacent faces ofγ share the same colour.
Edges are maximal unbroken unions of connected collinear segments. Primary edges are maximal unions of connected collinear segments.
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Example
The face marked 'C' contains
• 2 boundary vertices and 12 interior vertices (5 of degree 2 and 7 of degree 3);
• 13 edges and 8 primary edges.
• 17 nodes on 16 complete segments, 2 segments clipped by the boundary.
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where
is the partition function, E * denotes primary edges and l[e] ∈ T is the line containing e.
For a special choice of H, the model has remarkable properties. Fix
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where N V , N T , N X are the number of V-, T-, and X-nodes,
is the edge set of γ, n(l 1 , l 2 ) a node and l ≁ e means that l intersects but is not collinear with e.
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Realisations ofÂ Φ D with α V = 0 (left), α V = 1/2 (centre) and α V = 1 (right). In all panels, k = 3.
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as: y is the 1D position of a particle at time t.
W.l.o.g. assume no line of T nor segment of ∂D is parallel to the spatial axis. Assign the left-most point of ∂D a randomly chosen colour.
Birth sites
• At each node n(l 1 , l 2 ) ∈ T ∩ D w.p. α V π l 1 π l 2 /(k − 1) two particles are born, moving forward in time along l 1 and l 2 unless some previously born particle hits the node.
• At each entry point in(l, D) of lines l ∈ T into D, w.p. π l /(1 + π l ) a single particle is born, moving forward in time along l.
Colours are chosen uniformly conditional on not clashing with the colour just prior (left) to the birth.
◭ ◮
Dynamic representation: Collisions
of two particles at some moment t with (t, y) = n(l i , l j ) ∈ D.
a If the colours above and below are identical, w.p. α V both particles die, w.p. α X both survive and a new colour is chosen w.p. 1/(k − 1) for each admissible colour.
b If the colours above and below clash, w.p. α T , each of the two particles survives while the other dies; w.p. 1 − 2α T , both survive and a new colour is chosen w.p. 1/(k − 2) for each admissible colour.
Note: A collision prevents a birth at the node.
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Dynamic representation: Updates at nodes
Whenever a particle moving along l i ∈ T reaches n(l i , l j ), it a changes velocity to continue along l j w.p.
b splits into two particles moving along l i and l j w.p.
a new colour is chosen uniformly from the k − 2 possibilities; c keeps moving along l i w.p. 1 − ǫπ l j .
These dynamics define a random coloured polygonal configuration that can be shown to coincide in distribution withÂ Φ D . Consistency follows.
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Further properties
ForÂ Φ D , the following hold.
Linear sections: For any line l containing no nodes of T ,Â Φ D ∩ l coincides in law with Λ T ∩ l, where each l * ∈ T belongs to Λ T w.p.
Spatial Markov: For a piecewise smooth simple closed curve θ ⊂ R 2 containing no nodes of T , the conditional distribution in the interior of θ depends on the exterior configuration only through the intersections of θ with the edges of the polygonal field and through the colouring of the field along θ.
Notes
• Properties resemble those of continuous Arak-Surgailis fields.
• The spatial Markov property implies the local Markov property.
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Birth-death dynamics for consistent fields
We use continuous time dynamics with three types of updates:
• add a particle birth;
• delete a (discarded) particle birth at rate 1;
• local recolouring at rate τ > 0.
For k = 2, α V = 1 (Schreiber and Van Lieshout, 2010)
• for each admissible γ, there are only two colourings;
• all particles die upon collision.
Hence, one may focus on γ and use Schreiber's (2005) disagreement loop principle. For k > 2, colours must be explicitly included in the dynamics.
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Birth-death dynamics for consistent fields (ctd)
Rates
• To find the birth rate, solve the balance equations to obtain rate
with c = α V /(k − 1) for vacant internal node n(l 1 , l 2 ).
• If n(l 1 , l 2 ) is hit by some previously born particle, the birth is discarded.
• The boundary birth rate at in(l, D) is π l .
Updates at nodes The trajectories of particle(s) emitted at a birth update and their collisions are chosen in accordance with the dynamic representation, re-using existing trajectories if possible and choosing a new random colour where needed.
A dual reasoning is applied to deaths. 
.
Theorem:
The distribution ofÂ Φ D +Ψ D is the unique invariant probability distribution upon ignoring discarded birth attempts. The accept-reject sampler converges in total variation from any initial stateγ ∈Γ D (T ) for
